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OperatiOn CyClOne Has Begun!
Welcome to the first Campaign Expansion for Dust Tactics! Here you will discover new 
units, new rules, new challenges, and a whole new campaign in which our two heroes, 
Sigrid and Joe, continue their bitter fight!

Operation Cyclone takes place a few weeks after Operation Blue Thunder. This time the 
two factions are struggling to gain control of a VK mine. The mine is believed to be the 
largest VK deposit in Antarctica, and every faction is fighting to control it!

Faced with the importance of the mine, the Allies and Axis both send their newest and 
most powerful weapons to the battlefield: Artillery-equipped robots designed to claim 
complete supremacy of the battlefield!

The high commands of both blocs have also dispatched some of their most important 
representatives: officers whose mission is to lead their armies to victory, as well as hold-
ing the ardor of our heroes back a bit... These officers operate in command squads, with 
specialists whose skills can change the course of battles.

To combat the growing threat of enemy ro-
bots, headquarters has sent special anti-
vehicle units. Now “robot killer” teams play 
an important role among the military forces 
of the Dust universe.

The different armies have also begun to 
use smaller and more discreet units, in or-
der to gain an advantage. Sniper teams 
and observer units are on the field. Their 
presence won’t go unnoticed!

The New Rules
The first part of this booklet explains the new rules added to the game. You’re about to 
discover the rules that govern the use of artillery on the battlefield. These rules are quite 
simple, but we recommend that you play a few games of Dust Tactics before trying them. 
If you haven’t played the game before, you can download the rules for free from our 
website: www.FantasyFlightGames.com or www.Dust-Tactics.com.

After the explanation of artillery, you’ll find rules covering new types of terrain that you 
can add to your battlefields. Some new special weapons and squad abilities, such as the 
sniper teams and observer squads are also covered in this section. 

The rest of the new rules describe the valuable command squads, which offer you many 
new abilities. These rules are pretty simple too, and you’ll be able to add these squads to 
your army right away.

The OperatiOn CyClOne CampaigN
The second part of this booklet details the battles of Operation Cyclone. These scenarios 
use the terrain tiles in this box along with the tiles from Operation Blue Thunder.

These scenarios give shape to a complete story that you can play as a single campaign. 
Special rules also change the nature of the different terrains you might find in Dust Tactics.

And at the end you’ll find some useful advice about some of the ways you might use the 
new units available for the game.

good luck, soldier!

Content List
This box includes:

- 6 Terrain Tiles
- 2 heroes & 2 uniT cards- 4 ammo craTes

- 4 anTiTank Traps
- 9 Terrain squares

- This bookleT
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Artillery rules
Many generals call artillery “the queen of the battlefield.” Artillery always announces 
the beginning of an assault and covers the retreat. In Dust Tactics, all armies field a wide 
variety of different artillery weapons. Many operate safely from deep behind the lines, but 
some are deployed directly on the battlefields we already know. 

Each bloc has its own theories about weaponry and tactical organization. The same goes 
for the artillery. In Operation Cyclone, you’ll be introduced to some units carrying these 
terrible weapons. The rules in this booklet are valid for all artillery weapons and all armies 
of the Dust universe.

In Dust Tactics, artillery weapons work in a way that’s a little bit different from the weap-
ons you got to know in the basic rule booklet. In these pages, we’re going to study the way 
they work, their devastating effects on the terrain, and on enemy units.

First of all, artillery weapons are always represented in the same way on their unit cards, 
it does not matter if they’re independent pieces or mounted on vehicles. In the weapon 
line, instead of the normal range, you’ll find this letter: A. All weapons with range A are 
artillery weapons and follow the rules you’re going to read on the next few pages.

Artillery units behave just like any other Dust Tactics unit, except for a few minor differ-
ences. Unless these rules say otherwise, all rules that apply to regular units also affect 
artillery units.

The “A” RAnge
When the range of a weapon is listed as “A,” this means it is an artillery weapon. Shells, 
missiles, grenades, or projectiles fired by this weapon strike its targets from the sky: in-
stead of firing in a direct line like a normal weapon, artillery fires up into the air and the 
projectiles arc over everything in between the gun and the target. They often fire very 
powerful explosives that are able to destroy any target in no time at all.

In order to simulate the “parabol-
ic” (or curved) trajectory that the 
projectile follows before hitting the 
ground, artillery weapons always 
have a minimum range of 4 
squares. In other words, an artil-
lery weapon can never hit a target 
that is less than four squares away. 
However, the raw power of these 
weapons easily allow the projec-
tiles to cross the entire battlefield 
(and continue their flight well be-
yond). The maximum range 
of an artillery weapon is always 
unlimited (just like range U).

Please note: a unit that’s carrying more than one weapon might combine an artillery 
weapon with some normal ones! For example, check the unit card for the Lothar, just be-
low, to see a unit armed in this way. 

The Lothar robot is equipped with a Nebelwerfer 42 artillery weapon (you can recognize 
it because of its range A) and one MG 44 machine gun. The machine gun is a normal 
weapon, as you can see from its range 4.

When you’re using this Lothar, if you decide to shoot with both weapons, only the Nebel-
werfer 42 will follow the artillery rules. The MG 44 follows the usual shooting rules.

To sum up:
When you use an artillery weapon, you must follow the special rules for artillery, which 
are a little different from the usual shooting rules. These are the main differences, which 
are explained on the following pages:
- An artillery weapon can fire in two different ways: a “direct shot” or an “indirect shot.”
- If the artillery unit has a clear line of sight to the target, it makes a direct shot. The shot 
succeeds if a  is rolled and the unit can choose to make a sustained attack (SHOOT + 
SHOOT actions). The unit can also uses its other weapons if it chooses to do so.
- If an “observer” unit has a clear line of sight to the target, the artillery unit makes an 
indirect shot. The shot succeeds if a  is rolled. An indirect shot costs the artillery unit 
both of its actions, so it cannot make a sustained attack. Again, the unit can uses its other 
weapons.
- Artillery weapons must be reloaded after firing before they can be used again. This costs 
one RELOAD action.
- A unit can only act as an observer if it has the “Artillery Strike” ability.
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Different types of Artillery fire
Since artillery projectiles follow a parabolic trajectory, the unit that’s firing the artillery 
weapon doesn’t have to see its target directly to shoot at it. Of course, if the unit can see 
its target directly the attack is more accurate. For this reason, an artillery weapon can 
shoot in different ways:

Direct fire
If the unit that carries an artillery weapon can see its target (it has clear line of sight), it 
takes a direct shot. This type of shot is the most accurate and dangerous for the unlucky 
enemy... When an artillery weapon opens fire with a direct shot, the attack uses the same 
rules as a normal shooting attack. Check the line of sight, make sure the target is in range, 
and fire! Roll the dice listed on the weapon line. In order to damage the target, you must 
roll  on the dice. If the unit uses a sustained attack (SHOOT + SHOOT), you can re-roll 
any dice which fail to hit the target. As you can easily imagine you must really have guts 
(or be a bit insane) to charge across open ground in front of the enemy cannons…

The only difference between a direct shot from an artillery weapon and an attack from a 
regular weapon is the minimum range. Remember that the unit will need to reload before 
it can fire its artillery weapon again.

A direct shot costs one action (1 ACTION) for the unit that’s carrying the artillery weapon. 
So it can be combined with any other action that’s available for that unit (for example 
moving).

ExamplE: Some Assault Rangers have infiltrated the heart of an Axis base. They 
finish their move on the square shown in the illustration. They are now in line of sight 
with the Lothar. The Axis player decides to activate it. He has many options: First of 
all, since the Lothar can see the Rangers directly, it could make a direct shot and 
perform a sustained attack (SHOOT + SHOOT). The Lothar will hit the rangers on 

a , and will be able to re-
roll any  once . The Lothar 
then gets deactivated.
Or, he could choose to per-
form a regular direct shot 
(for 1 ACTION), and then 
take any other single action 
(such as moving or reload-
ing). After completing these 
two actions, the Lothar is de-
activated.
Let’s assume that in this situ-
ation the Axis player chooses 
to perform a sustained attack! 
The Assault Rangers are a 
high-priority target: a huge 
threat for the Lothar if they 
manage to get close enough 
to attack it. Much better to get 
rid of them immediately!

inDirect fire
If the unit that’s carrying the artillery weapon can’t see its target, but another unit with the Ar-
tillery Strike ability can see it, you can perform an indirect shot. This is the most common 
use of artillery weapons: a discreet observer, with a precise map, communicates the coordi-
nates to the artillerymen at the rear. A bit later, a rain of fire strikes down the enemies…

In order to succeed on an indirect shot, you have to score a  with your dice roll, just 
like a standard attack.

The unit with the Artillery Strike ability is called an “observer.” It is the observer that trig-
gers the shot. So, the observer unit must have a clear line of sight to the target (if 
the artillery does have line of sight, it makes a direct shot instead). The indirect shot takes 
place when the observer is activated, not during the activation of the artillery unit itself! 
If the artillery unit has already been activated during the round… too bad! It can’t act 
again until next round. The indirect shot is only possible if the artillery unit has not been 
activated yet this round.

follow these steps to make an indirect shot:
1. Activate (as normal) the observer unit that has the Artillery Strike ability, as you would 
any other unit. It can move, attack, etc. For one action, the unit can order an artillery strike 
(1 ACTION).
2. If you decide to make an indirect shot, the spotting unit is immediately deactivated and 
the unit that’s carrying the artillery weapon is activated. You then fire the indirect shot with 
the artillery unit. This attack is resolved just like a normal attack.
3. After you have completed the attack, the artillery unit is also deactivated. The indirect 
shot automatically uses both of that unit’s actions. In this way, you have activated two units 
in a row: the unit that ordered the shot, and the one that fired it, both on the same turn.

ExamplE: This Luther is 
dangerously close to the Al-
lies’ lines. If nobody stops it, 
on the following turn it will 
be able to charge the Rang-
ers Command Squad! They 
decide to intervene with 
the help of the Steel Rain 
unit that’s hidden nearby. 
The Allied player activates 
the Command Squad and 
moves it onto the square in 
front of the intersection. The 
squad now has a clear line 
of sight on the Luther. This 
movement required only 
one action, so the unit still 
has another one to use the 
Artillery Strike ability. Since 
the Command Squad hasn’t 
taken any losses it still has its Radio, which is necessary to communicate the coor-
dinates for the attack.
The Allied player uses the Artillery Strike. The Command Squad is deactivated (it 
has already taken its two actions for the round) and the Steel Rain is immediately 
activated. That unit fires an indirect shot. It succeeds on a  but it can’t re-roll any 
dice (since the indirect shot takes two actions, the unit cannot make a sustained at-
tack). The Steel Rain is then deactivated and the Axis player can now play.

LOTHAR

AssAuLT 
RANGERs

LUTHER

STEEL
RAIN

COMMAND
SQUAD
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Reloading Weapons
While all other weapons in Dust Tactics store their bullets inside automatic cartridge clips, 
the shells of artillery weapons are too bulky for that. After using one of these weapons, 
the soldiers must stop the machine and reload the weapon before being able to shoot 
with it again.

This action is called RELOAD and requires one action (1 ACTION). To help you remember 
which weapons are ready to be fired, use the “LOADED” tokens you find in the unit’s box.
Place a Loaded token beside each unit that carries an artillery weapon when you put it 
on the battlefield. When that unit shoots, remove the token. You can place it back again 
when you spend one action to RELOAD.

A unit can actually shoot (SHOOT) and reload (RELOAD) its artillery weapon in the same 
round. But the unit obviously can’t perform any sustained attack nor move (as such options 
would require a third action).

In the list of abilities for a unit, on its unit card, all weapons that show the word “Reload” 
need to be reloaded after they are fired.

At the time of this expansion there are two units that follow these rules: the Axis Lothar 
and the Allied Steel Rain. The Lothar needs to reload its Nebelwerfer, a set of big rocket-
launchers, while the Steel Rain needs to reload its Petard, a weapon that shoots a huge 
and explosive steel bullet.
 
At the beginning of the game place one “LOADED” token close to the Lothar (its Nebelw-
erfer are loaded) and to the Steel Rain (its Petard is loaded). The Steel Rain doesn’t need 
any “LOADED” tokens for its 4 rockets, since they are single use only, and the limited 
quantity is marked on its unit card (four boxes you can check off).

Some weapons follow the reloading rule but they are not artillery weapons.

You’ll notice that the Petard on the Steel Rain is not an artillery weapon. It follows some 
special rules we’re going to see in the following pages, but its range isn’t A. 

Take a look at the Steel Rain: you 
can see that its 4 rockets are ar-
tillery weapons, but they come in 
a limited quantity. In fact, on the 
unit card for this robot, close to 
the name of its weapon, there are 
4 small boxes you can check off. 
The rockets are actually too big 
to be reloaded on the battlefield. 
The Steel Rain only carries four of 
them for the whole battle.

So, artillery weapons may follow 
the reload rule: just because their 
range is A, doesn’t always mean 
they can be reloaded during the 
game.

aRtilleRy Recap:
- In order to count as an artillery weapon, the weapon must have range A.
- After using an artillery weapon, you must reload it before being able to use it again (if 
that weapon can be reloaded)
- The direct shot costs one action. If you decide to use a direct shot, you can perform a 
sustained attack.
- The indirect shot costs two actions, and cannot be used for a sustained attack.
- To request an indirect shot, a unit must have the Artillery Strike ability.
- Calling for an indirect shot costs one action.
- if the unit chose at least one SHOOT action (for a direct or indirect shot) it can also uses 
its other weapons.

Reloading Weapon
Multiple shots Weapon

To order an indirect shot, the observer unit must have the Artillery Strike ability! Also 

check that there are no other conditions necessary to call for the indirect shot (a Com-

mand Squad must have a Radio to call for an indirect shot, for example).
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New Game Rules
In addition to the Artillery Rules, Operation Cyclone introduces some other new game rules.

Weapons With special Ranges
Some cannons and mortars shoot their shells on a parabolic trajectory, in a way that’s simi-
lar to artillery. However, these smaller weapons don’t have a very long maximum range.

These weapons show two 
numbers for their range 
(which are written on the 
unit card), separated by a 
dash. The first number shows 
the minimum range of the 
weapon, while the second 
number is the maximum 
range. This weapon can be 
used only to attack enemies 
between these two ranges.

This is the case for the Steel 
Rain: the range of its Petard 
is 3-6: this weapon can’t 
fire on a target that’s less 
than three squares away, 
and its maximum range is 6 
squares.

Multiple shots Weapons
Some weapons are more or less efficient whether you empty the clip or not... Multiple 
shots weapons do more damage if you fire several rounds at the time.

When you look at their damage, you can see several values. Each one means the use of 
one round only and not one use of the weapon itself. You can choose freely how 
many rounds you shoot: all at once, two at a time, etc. But be careful to write down how 
many you fired! Once all boxes have been marked, you won’t be able to reload these 
weapons during the game.

Operation Cyclone introduces this new type of weapon for the Steel Rain’s rockets. When 
you look at the weapon line of the 4.2” Rockets, you can see four different damage val-
ues: 3/1 is for using one rocket; 6/1 for using two; 9/1 for three and 12/1 for using the 
four rockets at the same time.
You can choose to use its full power in a single attack, or in several. In the Steel Rain skills 
you can find four small boxes to tick. Each one represents one rocket. Once they have 
been all fired, the robot will only have its other weapons left until the end of the game...

New Types of TeRRaiN
In the Dust Tactics Rule Booklet, you found the description of two types of terrain: squares 
marked with a dot in the center and squares without a dot.

All units can enter squares marked with a dot in the center. Such squares don’t block lines 
of sight. The squares without a dot in the center block lines of sight and movement.
Operation Cyclone is the perfect occasion to show you the new symbols you can find on 
the terrain squares or tiles. To make the description simpler, we’re always going to use 
the word “squares,” but remember that these symbols can be found on terrain squares or 
directly on the tiles.

No matter which symbol you might find in the center of a square, you’ll always also find 
the little dot that allows you to trace your lines of sight.

squaRes With a “tRiangle”
 Squares showing a triangle in the center forbid any movement 
on them, but don’t block line of sight. These squares may repre-
sent deep water areas, for example. Units can’t walk on them 
but can shoot across them.

This type of square does not block the movement of flying units 
or units with the Jump ability.

squaRes With a “cRoss”
 Squares showing a cross in the center can be entered by 
infantry, but not vehicles. These squares don’t block the shots 
of any units. But, they always grant SOFT COVER to the 
squads that are on them.

These squares represent terrain such as piles of rubble that 
block vehicles (any unit with armor ). Infantry can snake 
through it and take shelter in it.

  This type of square does not block the movement of flying units 
or units with the Jump ability. Any infantry unit that stops in one 
of these squares is in SOFT COVER (if there is a cover value on 
its unit card).

squaRes With a “diaMond”
Squares showing a diamond in the center can be entered 
by any unit. But, they block all lines of sight that should pass 
through them. Any units that are on this type of square can’t be 
targeted by attacks and cannot perform any attack. 

 This symbol could represent a square in which a smoke gre-
nade exploded, for example. Units can walk on the square, but 
can’t shoot through it. If a unit stops inside the smoke cloud, it 
can’t shoot and it can’t be chosen as a target.
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Abilities & speciAl WeApons
Agile
The unit is composed of swift and agile members. When it moves, all diagonals cost one 
MOVE (instead of one for the first diagonal and two for the following ones). An Agile unit 
considers diagonals as normal squares when it moves.
A hero with this ability shares it with any squad he joins.

AssAult
Once per game the unit doubles its MOVE value, no matter which actions are taken for 
the round. A hero with this ability shares it with any squad he joins.

Artillery strike
A unit with this ability can call for an artillery attack. It’s equipped with maps and radios 
which allow it to efficiently communicate the coordinates of a target.
Using an Artillery Strike costs one action (1 ACTION). You must have an action available 
if you want to use this ability. If you make an Artillery Strike, the unit using this ability is 
deactivated, while the artillery unit is immediately activated and performs an indirect shot 
(see the “Artillery Rules”). Once the artillery unit has performed its indirect shot, it is im-
mediately deactivated. This means that you will use two units in a row.

In order to unleash such an attack, the unit with the Artillery Strike ability must have a 
clear line of sight on an enemy unit. The range isn’t important since it’s the artillery unit that 
opens fire. Always check range from the artillery unit to make sure that all range limits are 
followed (especially the rule regarding the minimum range of 4 squares).

rAnge A
Range A weapons are artillery weapons. Refer to the “Artillery Rules” for a complete 
description of their use.

These weapons have a minimum range of 4 squares and an unlimited maximum range, 
just like range U weapons.

reloAd
Weapons showing the word “Reload’ on the unit card need a lot of time to reload. See 
“Reloading Weapons” for the rules about reloading weapons.

sniper
A Sniper’s devastating fire allows it to choose his target. He chooses which miniatures suf-
fer a  when he damages a squad. When he decides to shoot at the carrier of a special 
weapon, his shot destroys both the carrier and the weapon. (Your squad cannot pick up 
the Bazooka for instance). The Sniper can also decide to target a hero. In this case, it is 
always the hero who loses  and not the squad.

When the Sniper is part of a squad, he is the only one who can choose his target—the 
squad’s other attacks are resolved normally.

snipeR teaM
This is a squad composed of a miniature with a long-range weapon and a leader who 
guides the shot with binoculars. The shooter has the Sniper ability while the leader has 
Spotter. Whenever one of the squad’s members is eliminated, you lose the related ability. 
If the unit has other abilities, the surviving miniature keeps them.

spotteR
A unit with this ability reverses its attack rolls. It considers  as , and  as . A 
Spotter is never found alone: he is always with a Sniper or a heavy weapons squad. 

As the attack rolls are reversed, a unit including a Spotter will re-roll  results when it 
performs a sustained attack, instead of  results.

tank head
A hero with this ability is a vehicle specialist… He is just as good at repairing them as he 
is at blasting them!

Once per game, a hero with this ability can restore all lost  points to a friendly vehicle. 
This “repair” happens on the hero’s activation (or that of the squad he is assigned to). The 
vehicle must be in an adjacent square, and the hero must spend an action to repair it. 
When the hero is part of a squad the whole squad spends an action. Obviously the repair 
does not work when the vehicle has lost all its  (it is already removed from the game).

Command SquadS
A command squad is a special squad composed of an Officer, a Radioman, a Mechanic, 
a Medic, and a weapon specialist. Each member of the command squad has different 
abilities. 
If you have this type of squad, the Command Squad ability will appear on the unit card. 
When one of the squad’s miniatures is eliminated, the command squad loses any ability 
associated with that miniature (see below).
Some of the command squad’s abilities are very potent. Whenever you activate this unit, 
you must announce which ability you are going to use. In order to use it, you will 
be required to roll a die. You need a  for the ability to work. A  is a failure: the 
ability does not work and you are not allowed to try to use another ability until 
the next round.

Artillery weapons (range A) can never be used inside buildings! They would hit the 
ceiling before having the chance to reach an enemy!
For this reason, when you play a scenario that takes place inside a base (grey tiles), 
you cannot use any weapons with range A. No wise artilleryman would ever take 
such a risk.Im
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Some abilities do not require any die roll (this is stated in the ability description).
No matter what, you cannot use more than one command squad ability per 
round, and you are only allowed to try to do so once per round (it does not matter if the 
roll is a success or not).

Even though the Command Squad’s special ability counts as only one action, you can use 
(or try to use) only one per round. Besides these limitations, the squad can use any other 
basic action in combination.

ExamplE: In a round, you may move and try to use Get Moving You Bunch of Mon-
keys! Or you may shoot and perform a Makeshift Repair. But you will not be able to 
use Get Moving You Bunch of Monkeys! and Makeshift Repair in the same round.

Officer
The key element in your company, the Officer has only one ability, which is in fact an or-
der: Get Moving You Bunch of Monkeys! (1 ACTION). When the Officer’s roll is success-
ful, you choose which unit will receive the order: that unit is reactivated for this round. 
It can move again and use all its weapons (except for those that have run out of ammo, 
of course). This new activation takes place right after that of the command squad. In fact 
you will be playing twice in a row.

This order can only be given to a unit in a square adjacent to the command squad (unless 
there is a Radio).

To use Get Moving You Bunch of Monkeys! the Command Squad needs to spend an action. 

radiOman
The Radioman has the ability to relay any order issued by the command squad anywhere 
on the game board. You do not need to roll the dice to activate this ability, it is automati-
cally successful.

Beware of sniper fire! Should the Radioman be eliminated, the Officer will only be able 
to give orders to units around him, and the Mechanic and the Medic won’t be able to call 
reinforcements. Unlike the command squad’s other abilities, the Radioman is “passive.” It 
is always working… as long as the Radioman is on the game board! So when the Officer 
seeks to issue an order to a distant unit, you only need to roll the die once (for the Officer). 
This is the only case where both the Officer and the Radioman use their abilities in the 
same round (The Radioman’s ability does not cost an action).
The Radioman’s second ability is Artillery Strike (1 ACTION) (which appears printed on 
the unit card). Whenever the Radioman is eliminated, the Command Squad also loses the 
use of this ability. Artillery Strike costs the Command Squad one action. 

mechanic
Specialized in makeshift repairs and engine problems, the Mechanic can use two distinct 
abilities.

The first is Makeshift Repair (1 ACTION). The Mechanic restores one  to a vehicle. This 
vehicle must be in an adjacent square (the Radioman’s ability does not work for remote 
repairs). You do not need to roll the dice to activate this ability. This ability does not work 
on destroyed vehicles!

Makeshift Repair costs the Command Squad one action. 

The second ability is Field Repair (1 ACTION). The Mechanic brings a vehicle that was 
destroyed back into the game. To activate this ability, you need a  on the die. If the 
roll is a success, the vehicle re-enters the battle as it did at the beginning of the game. 
The vehicle is activated immediately, just after the command squad. However, you may 
only bring a single vehicle back for the whole game! Choose it carefully (yes, you are 
allowed as many tries as you need to bring it back). If the Radioman is eliminated, the 
ability does not work.

Field Repair costs the Command Squad one action. 

Medic
The Medic also has two abilities. The first is Get Up, It Ain’t That Bad (1 ACTION). The 
Medic brings one miniature back into a squad, or restores one  to a hero. The squad 
or the hero must be in an adjacent square when the Medic reanimates the eliminated 
miniature (the Radioman’s ability does not work to heal from a distance). The miniature is 
no longer eliminated, it returns to its squad with all its equipment (and its special weapons 
and ammo for limited ammo weapons). You do not need to roll the dice to activate this 
ability. Of course this ability only works if there are soldiers left in the squad! If the whole 
unit was eliminated, the ability does not work. 

Get Up, It Ain’t That Bad costs the Command Squad one action. 

The second order is Come On Guys; We’re Going Back Out There (1 ACTION). The 
Medic brings a whole squad, which was previously eliminated, back into the game. To 
activate this ability, you need a  on the die. If the roll is a success, the squad re-enters 
the battle as it did at the beginning of the game, with all its equipment. It is activated 
immediately, right after the command squad. However, you may only bring a single 
squad back for the whole game! Choose it carefully (yes, you are allowed as many tries 
as you need to bring it back). A hero who was eliminated cannot be brought back into the 
game by the Medic. If the Radioman is eliminated, this ability does not work.
Come On Guys, We’re Going Back Out There costs the Command Squad one action. 

The weapons specialist does not have any special ability. He is in charge of protecting the 
squad with his weapon, that’s all.

The command squad’s orders do not work on the command squad itself. The 
Officer cannot reactivate his own unit, the Medic cannot heal it, and so on. The command 
squad is worth as many army points as any other squad with the same ARMOR (as ex-
plained in the basic rules booklet). 

If you bring a unit back into the game using the Mechanic or the Medic, and it is elimi-
nated again, it counts as further casualties when counting victory points! When you lose 
a Pounder (4 AP) for example, and you bring it back and it is destroyed again, you will 
be counting 8 AP. Beware: losing reinforcements may cost you the game!
Units that come back into the game thanks to these abilities are activated normally during 
the round. They re-enter the battlefield through your troops’ initial deployment zone.

Command squads are as rare as able field officers… You cannot have more than one of 
these units in your army at the same time. This limitation does not apply if the command 
squads have different types of ARMOR. So your army may have a  2 Command 
Squad and a  3 Command Squad, but not two  2’s.

Finally, a hero may join a command squad only if he has the Commander ability.
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the OperatiOn CyClOne Campaign

w w w. Fa n t a s y F l i g h t Ga me s . c om

w w w.D u s t -Ta c t i c s . c om

the men, the means, the mission

The following scenarios are the core of Operation Cyclone. 
Two sides locked in combat: one defending its base, guard-
ing a huge VK mine; the other trying to prevent their foes from 
keeping this amazing treasure.

Decide with your opponent who will play as defender and 
who will be the attacker. Play the scenarios in order and 
pay particular attention to the mission briefings. The attack-
ing player should read what is intended for the “attacker,” 
and the player protecting his base should read the “de-
fender” parts.

Keep count of the victories after each scenario. The player 
with the most victories at the end of the campaign wins! 
Once you’re done, it will be time to swap sides and try it all 
over again!

Try different armies. You will need to play with your oppo-
nent’s miniatures to become a truly outstanding general. It will 
be easier to understand the other sides’ strengths and weak-
nesses if you use them from time to time.

Finally, and most importantly, Dust Tactics is your game! Do 
whatever you want with it! If you don’t like a rule, then change 
it. Missing a rule—invent it. Never hesitate to add to the game 
when you feel like it. Just remember to play fair and have fun!

You will find tons of optional rules on our website, as well as 
tactical advice to play your army. You will be able to ask all 
the rule questions you want, or share your experiences with 
other players. Get previews of the upcoming units for your 
favorite bloc or browse through the articles to improve your 
gaming experience. 

Pay us a visit as often as you can!
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neW unitS
The following figures are sold separately. They are all to be released in the near future.

This is a follow-up to the intelligence reports you read in Dust Tactics. We hope they may 
be useful: a skilled general must be well informed.

“steel Rain” 
 Medium combat Walker M2-F

This model is the Medium Combat Walker M2-F “Steel Rain.” Many features differentiate 
it from the other robots of the same family. The mighty rockets mounted on top don’t 
leave any space to carry the .50 cal. In fact, it’s rather difficult for the brave pilot to 
open the trapdoor when the rockets take off! Besides this, the weight of the frame and 
the artillery shells don’t allow the “Steel Rain” to jump over obstacles.

However, an impressive armament compensates for these small drawbacks. First of all, 
a series of 4.2’’ rockets. These rockets can set huge areas of the battlefield aflame and 
annihilate the enemy. The second weapon is a Petard: a large mortar mounted on a tur-
ret that shoots explosive shells that weigh 20 kilos. They can destroy bunkers, tanks, and 
robots, no matter their tonnage!

The “Steel Rain” is a mobile artillery platform, and a robot for close range attacks, all at 
the same time. When you play this robot, don’t forget that you only have 4 rockets with 
unlimited range at your disposal. Use them wisely, preferably with a direct shot, or at least 
letting an observer coordinate the launch. Avoid using them too early, and try to combine 
their power with the devastating effects of the Petard. This weapon has a shorter range, 
but also a terrifying effect. Be careful not to forget the limitations of it’s range.

When you use a “Steel Rain,” remember to take a round to reload the Petard. This is the 
moment when your robot is the most vulnerable. Never leave it alone during that round. At 
that moment its only weapon will be the .30 cal, and even simple infantry units might give 
it troubles. You have enough firepower to clear the area around it after all…

“the Boss”
Rangers command squad

The Rangers Command Squad is the frame on which the whole special operation is 
shaped. They oversee the different forces and offer support to the soldiers when needed. 
When it joins the fight, every Ranger knows that the whole Allied military force is behind 
him. He knows all the citizens of the Allied bloc believe in him. The Command Squad is 
the incarnation of such force of will in the field.

Command Squads use the standard equipment of the Rangers: M1 AR assault rifles and 
the Victory MG. They’re also as skilled in combat as any other Ranger squad. After all, 
they come from the same military school and have been through the same training.

The Rangers Command Squad is obviously a critical unit for your army. A reactivation at 
the right moment, or the arrival of the proper reinforcement might change the course of a 
battle. It’s up to you to decide whether to send such an important unit to the front line. They 
can actually join the battle without shooting a bullet. But is this the “Ranger” spirit?

Don’t underestimate the value of the Get moving you bunch of monkeys! ability. Sometimes 
it’s your best choice until you start losing units. You’ll have to choose whether to try to bring 
a new unit onto the battlefield or reactivate a vehicle and fire its big gun. The choice is 
yours!
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“cRack shots”
Rangers sniper squad

When they need to eliminate a specific target, the Rangers ask a particular unit for help: the 
Sniper Team. These soldiers are quite different from other Allied special forces. Usually the 
special forces prefer spectacular actions and brave tactics. The behavior of a Sniper Team 
is the opposite. They hide, waiting for the right moment to strike with mortal accuracy.

The Sniper Rifle the Rangers use is a high-precision rifle, with a much longer range than 
any other infantry weapon. It uses .50 cal cartridges, the same as tank rifles! It’s really a 
devastating weapon, especially when it’s used by highly trained and skilled soldiers.

A Sniper Team is a powerful yet fragile tool. It’s up to you to decide their role, and their 
eventual sacrifice.  Play them in an aggressive way and they’ll be able to eliminate one or 
two special weapons and an Officer or Radioman before dying. But to do so, they must 
expose themselves. Your primary objectives are the antitank weapons of the enemy, like 
the Panzerschreck, or the enemy’s Command Squad.

“13 FoXtRot”
Rangers observer squad

The observers are a true necessity for artillery units. They can allow the artillery to fire on 
a target they can’t even see. These special squads consist of two Rangers who know how 
to conceal themselves in any environment. Both soldiers carry a radio, so that the death 
of one doesn’t compromise their mission.

Like the Sniper Team, the Observer Team is powerful yet fragile. Be careful: don’t sacrifice 
them for no reason. They can help you launch a devastating attack in the most critical mo-
ment of the game. Once the Steel Rain has used its rockets, however, the Observer Team 
doesn’t become useless. It can still be used to control an objective or support an assault 
with its weapons. Don’t forget that this small unit takes advantage of cover. A simple ammo 
crate allows it to avoid all attacks with a .

“Bot hunteRs”
Rangers heavy Weapon squad

To contain the ever-growing threat of robots on the battlefield, the Allied headquarters 
now deploy some Ranger units with heavy weapons. The Bot Hunters carry two Bazookas 
they efficiently use against any armored vehicle.
This kind of unit is gaining more and more importance in the Allied military structure. De-
spite their limited versatility, the Bot Hunters are necessary for the new kind of war that’s 
ravaging the world.

With two Bazookas, a lucky Bot Hunters squad can bring down a robot in just one round... 
Such advantage comes with a drawback though. Having no UGL, nor any other anti-infan-
try weapon, leaves these squads very vulnerable against infantry. They’re a high-priority 
target for the enemy. Be careful and protect them at all costs.
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“lothaR”
panzer kampfläufer ii-d

The model Pz. KpfL. D is nicknamed “Lothar” by the Axis troops. Among the robots of this 
bloc, this is the one that received the most nicknames by the Allies and SSU. It is in fact a 
nightmare for the enemy, and these nicknames rarely hint at a good thing…
The recognizable shape of the “Lothar” provokes fear in all soldiers that have already 
faced it and are still alive to speak of it. The reason for this is its dreadful armament: the 
Nebelwerfer missile-launchers it carries on each arm. They can deliver a deluge of fire 
and fill the battlefield with explosions that destroy everything. The missile racks are big 
enough to carry an incredible number of rockets, enough for an entire battle.

Like any artillery platform, the “Lothar” has exceptional firepower. It can strike from a distant 
point of the battlefield. The “Lothar” is a dreadful enemy that will condition the strategy of its 
opponents, who won’t be able to concentrate their troops anymore!

Nevertheless, be careful with this unit: its weapons have a restricted range. When the enemy 
gets close enough, you’ll only have your MG to defend with! For this reason, protect your 
“Lothar” with infantry units. Finally, even though its Nebelwerfer are powerful, their reload 
time makes the “Lothar” vulnerable. Don’t forget this or you might get a bad surprise.

““koMMandotRupp”
sturmgrenadiere command squad

The objective of a Grenadiers Command Squad is making sure that the orders from 
headquarters are met on the battlefield. Their ability to adapt to any situation makes them 
brilliant officers. In opposition to the officers of other blocs, they’re entirely free to decide 
about the management of operations. What matters is the result, not the means taken to 
achieve it.

The Command Squads use the Grenadiers’ standard weapons: StG 47 assault rifles and 
MG 44. Don’t forget they’re soldiers first, as skilled as their comrades.

As in other armies, the Command Squad is a critical unit. The Axis armies have some ex-
tremely powerful units, and their possible reactivation can dramatically change the game. 
The risk of becoming the first target of the enemy is very high. Nevertheless, avoid the 
temptation of sending this unit directly into the battle near enemy deployment zones. Your 
best option is to keep it with your army. Beware of artillery fire.
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“SNIPER GRENADIERS”
Sturmgrenadiere Sniper Squad

After the violent fights around Stalingrad 5 years ago, the Axis armies began to make 
wide use of Sniper formations. Their first targets are enemy officers, but also the danger-
ous heroes of the Allied and SSU blocs.

Axis snipers use a specific weapon: the Sniper Gewehr. This weapon is able to shoot and 
hit with high accuracy from long distance, and it’s deadly in skilled hands. These soldiers 
are exclusively trained by the Blutkreuz Korps, in the heart of the Black Forest.

Like its Allied counterpart, the Sniper Team is powerful but fragile. Use it against its usual 
targets (officer, special weapons) and enemy heroes. Joe and Rosie are critical for the ef-
ficiency of the Allied army. Eliminate them and you’ll gain a great advantage.

“BEOBACHTER”
Sturmgrenadiere Observer Squad

The combination of different weapons, infantry, tanks, aviation, and artillery is a charac-
teristic of the Blitzkrieg since the beginning of the war. The observers play a key role in 
this organization.

The accuracy of the information they can provide to their comrades allows them to use any 
artillery at its best. The Axis never wastes ammo.

Like the Allied unit, the Observer Team of the Axis is a fragile tool, but extremely useful on 
the battlefield. Unlike their Allied counterpart, the Axis Observers are useful for the whole 
battle. Since the Nebelwerfer can shoot every two rounds, the observers can change the 
balance of the forces in a moment. Don’t waste them or you’ll regret it in the last rounds 
of the game.

“TANK KILLERS”
Sturmgrenadiere PanzerJäger Squad

Once again it was on the Eastern front that the Axis army came to understand the need 
to equip its infantrymen with efficient antitank weapons. After copying the American Ba-
zookas in 1942, the scientists of the Axis developed the dreadful Panzerschreck with its 
automatic reload. This weapon is the symbol of the Tank Killers.

Even though the Axis has many antitank weapons, the Tank Killers still play an important 
role in the companies of this bloc. They allow you to focus the attention of your robots 
elsewhere, and are able to cover your flank on the battlefield. You’d better protect them 
with a powerful anti-infantry unit, like the Laser or Recon Grenadiers.

Another option consists in having them coordinate with a Luther: the robot can eliminate 
the infantry, while the Tank Killers destroy the armored targets. The combination of these 
two units can wipe away any opposition.
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neW heroeS
Rosie
Master sergeant Rosie donovan

Certainly the most well known Sergeant of the whole allied 
army, Rosie Donovan is almost as famous as Joe Brown. 
She’s the one who adapted a damaged American tank on 
Axis’ Vk technology, thus making the first Allied Robot.

Anyway her fame hasn’t kept her away from the battle-
fields. She was offered several time a promotion and a job 
in the rear. Her technical knowledge would be very useful 
in a research facility. But Rosie prefers to stay near the 
fights, where she knows she can make a real difference.

Thanks to her repair skill, Tank Head, Rosie can save a ro-
bot on the battlefield. Don’t wait too long, the robot needs 
to have at least 1  or it won’t work! Her Bazooka is 
more powerful than a regular one: with it she can destroy 
a tank with 4  in just one shot. Remember to throw the 
dice from her Bazooka apart from others, if you put her in 
a squad with other Bazookas.

ManFRed
oberleutnant Manfred kreuzer

Manfred is a well known and respected officer of the Axis’ 
Army. He’s in command of a large part of the Blutkreuz 
Korps forces, even if he’s still officially part of the Weh-
rmacht.

It’s Manfred who was in charge of the expedition that dis-
covered a strange “ship” in a remote cave in Antarctica... 
Since then he knows that he fights for much more than his 
own country.

Manfred is a real infantry hero. He doesn’t have any spec-
tacular skill, but his many talents are very valuable to any 
squad: his 5  allow him to protect his men longer than 
any other hero. His Panzerfaust is unlimited and his Assault 
skill allow you to take a strategic objective earlier in the 
game. You can also keep this skill to make a surprise at-
tack later on.



You can read the rest of this story in 
Operation Seelöwe, Dust tactics’ next 
Campaign expansion!
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